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A New Ordering Method of Basic Events in
Fault Tree Analysis
Hong-Zhong Huang*† Hua Zhang and Yanfeng Li
The ordering of basic events is critical to fault tree analysis on the basis of binary decision diagrams (BDDs). Many
attempts have been made to seek an efficient ordering result with the aim of reducing the complexity of BDD. In this article,
a new ordering method, namely, priority ordering method, is proposed. The new method takes into account not only the
effects of the layers of fault tree but also the repeated events, the neighboring events, and the number of events under
the same gate. According to these four effects, the priorities that sort the basic events of the fault tree are defined. The
new method inherits the merits of structure-based and weight-based methods. It is able to evaluate the basic events on
the basis of the structure-based method and the size of the subtree on the basis of the weighted-based method. Demon-
strated by the examples, the proposed priority ordering method is superior to the existing ordering methods in terms of
reducing the nodes in the BDD and improving the efficiency in transforming a fault tree to a BDD. Copyright # 2011 John
Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. Introduction

F
ault tree analysis (FTA) is an important approach for system reliability analysis. It has been widely used in many applications and has
played an important role for improving product safety and reliability over the last 20years. However, the traditional FTA is based on
the Boolean algebra and often causes the so-called combinatorial explosion issue when dealing with large and complex systems.

Many methods have been proposed to resolve this problem. One of the most successful approaches is the binary decision diagrams
(BDDs)1. The BDD is an efficient way to deduce the Boolean algebra. It not only can quickly and effectively identify all the minimal cut sets
in the fault tree but also can accurately calculate the occurrence probability of the top event, that is, the system failure probability 2–4. Before
converting the fault tree into a BDD, the ordering sequence of the basic events in the fault treemust be determined first. The sequence of the
basic events can directly influence the size of a BDD. If the ordering schemes are different, the same fault tree can be converted into different
BDDs. In general, the smaller the BDD is, the less computation time is required. Friedman and Supowit 5 has pointed out that the computa-
tional complexity of the system failure probability has a linear relationship with the number of nodes in the BDD. Therefore, it is
important to develop an efficient ordering scheme that can lead to a more compact BDD structure with less number of nodes.

To improve the performance of existing ordering methods, we present in this article a new method, called priority ordering method,
to rank the basic events. The new method considers the complex relationship between the basic events and orders the events on the
basis of their own features. Examples indicate that the proposed priority ordering method performs better than the existing ordering
heuristics in handling large BDDs and in converting fault trees into BDD.

The remainder of the article is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews existing ordering schemes and points out their shortcom-
ings. Section 3 introduces the new proposed priority ordering method. Section 4 uses a numerical example to illustrate the applica-
tion of the new method. Section 5 summarizes the advantages of the proposed method and future work.
2. The shortcomings of the existing ordering schemes

2.1. Existing ordering schemes

In recent years, considerable research efforts have been made to investigate the ordering methods. Some of the methods are based
on evolutionary algorithms5 and the others are based on fault tree search8–10. Since the evolutionary algorithm is quite complex
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in programming and most of the parameters are set by experience, we chose the fault tree search algorithm because it follows simple
rules and is easy to implement.

Fault tree search algorithms can be further classified into three types, that is, structural-based methods6, weight-based methods6–8,
and integrated methods9,10 that combine the structure-based and weight-based methods. Table I summarizes the existing ordering
methods for each type.

A brief description of each ordering method listed in Table I is given as follows:

(1) The top–down, left–right method is produced by listing the basic events in a top–down, left–right manner from the original
fault tree structure.

(2) The new top–down, left–right method is similar to the top–down, left–right method, which makes some modifications in
dealing with repeated events. At each subtree, the basic event inputs are listed with repeated events in the front. If the gate
has more than one repeated events, the event with the most repetitions is placed first. If the number of repetitions is the
same, then they are placed from left to right.

(3) The depth-first method is implemented by first dividing the fault tree into several smaller subtrees and then giving each sub-
tree a top–down, left–right search/ordering, proceeding from the first subtree of the top event.

(4) The new depth-first method differs from the depth-first method when dealing with repeated events. If the subtree has more
than one repeated events, then the most repeated event is placed first. If the number of repetitions is identical, then they are
placed from left to right.

(5) The priority depth-first method is the optimized version of the depth-first method. It is because the higher the layer of basic
events, the greater the effect they have on the fault tree. Therefore, in the priority depth-first method, for subtrees that are
located at the same layer, the subtrees containing only the basic events are considered first.

(6) The new priority depth-first method is the same as the priority depth-first method, except that the repeated events are con-
sidered first.

(7) The top–down-weighted method sets the weight of the top event to 1 and then equally distributes it to the subevents in the
next layer. When we calculate the weights of the basic events, repeated events can have cumulative weights for their repeti-
tions, and the sequence of the basic events is decided by their weights.

(8) The down–top-weighted method starts from the basic events, and each of the basic events has a weight of 1/2. Calculate the
sum of the weight of the basic events from the bottom to the top of the fault tree following the “AND” gate and the “OR” gate
and then order the basic events according to their weights.

(9) The structure importance method accumulates the importance of the basic events on the basis of the Birnbaums formula7

and then sorts the basic events according to their importance.
(10) The progressive neighbor first ordering method is a progressive ordering method, which emphasizes the logical relationship

of the basic event variables in a fault tree and gives the ordering priority to the neighbor events of an ordered variable.

All these methods have the imitations because they can obtain good ordering results for only certain types of fault trees. It is dif-
ficult to find a method that can guarantee good results regardless of the fault tree structures.

2.2. Deficiency of the existing ordering schemes

The aforementioned six structure-based ordering method order the basic events mainly on the basis of their locations in the fault tree,
which may result in that the same fault tree can have different ordering schemes if drawn differently. Also, these methods do not
consider the logical relationship between basic events.

The top–down-weighted method and down–top-weighted method order the basic events according to their weights, whereas the
size of BDD is affected not only by the weight of the basic events but also by the relationship between them. Hence, these two meth-
ods may not necessarily lead to an optimal BDD structure.

The structure importance method orders the basic events after analyzing their structure importance, which is against the purpose
of basic event ordering. Basic event ordering is to build a compact BDD to obtain the reliability index of the system, which includes
the structure importance of basic events. Hence, this is self-contradictory.

The progressive neighbor first ordering method combines the characteristics of the structure-based and the weight-based meth-
ods. It only considers the effect of repeated events on the same layer events, which is not enough for the case when the relationship
between events is complex. Also, this method typically involves intensive computation for complex fault trees.
Table I. The existing ordering schemes of basic events

Structure based Weight based Integrated type

Top–down, left–right Top–down weighted Progressive neighbor first ordering
New top–down, left–right Down–top weighted
Depth first Structure importance
New depth first
Priority depth first
New priority depth first
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To improve the performance of existing methods, we proposed a priority ordering method, which is able to take advantages of
both structure-based and weight-based methods.
3. Priority ordering method

3.1. Some explanations and fault tree simplification

Before introducing the priority ordering method, we defined some concepts to facilitate presentation.
Two events are said to be brother events if they are at the same layer and under one gate. If one event is a gate event, then its

brother event is called a brother gate event. As illustrated in Figure 1, C is the brother event of B but D is not, D is the brother event
of E, and G1 and G2 are the brother gate events of A.

A child event is the event directly under a gate. In Figure 1, B and C are the child events of G1 and D and E are the child events of G2,
whereas G1, G2, and A are the child events of T.

To reduce the computational complexity, the initial fault tree of many practical systems should be simplified by removing some
unrelated events before converting the fault tree into a BDD. The simplification is mainly based on the exchange law and the absorp-
tion law of the Boolean algebra and shown in the following content.

In a subtree, on the basis of the exchange law of the Boolean algebra, if the type of the lower layer gate is the same as that of the
higher layer gate, then delete the lower one and move its child events directly under the higher layer gate. It can be expressed by the
following formula:

Aþ Bþ Cð Þ ¼ Aþ Bþ C
A� B� Cð Þ ¼ A� B� C

If a basic event’s brother gate event contains the basic event itself, then delete the whole brother gate event, which is based on the
absorption law of the Boolean algebra. It can be expressed as follows:

A� Aþ Bð Þ ¼ A
Aþ A� B ¼ A

3.2. The principles of priority ordering method

In practical systems, the relationship between the basic events in a fault tree is quite complex. Hence, when ordering basic events, it is
necessary to consider multiple factors to obtain the optimal result. Specifically, factors such as the number of layers, repeated events,
and neighboring events and the number of basic events are considered and prioritized in our proposed method.

(1) Priority 1: number of layers. In the fault tree quantitative analysis, the Birnbaum importance (BI) is an important index to be
considered. BI can be interpreted as the “defense in depth” of the fault tree with respect to a particular basic event, as pre-
sented by Lu and Jiang11. The greater the BI, the lower the defense in depth. In other words, the higher the layer where
the basic event resides, the greater the effect they have on the top event. Therefore, when ordering basic event, the number
of layers can be treated as the primary factor, and the subtree with less number of layers has a higher priority.

(2) Priority 2: repeated events. Basic events with repeated times can appear at many subtrees and may have an effect on these
subtrees and their basic events. When calculating the influence of the basic events on the top event, repeated events can have
a cumulative effect on it and may have a greater effect than that of the nonrepeated basic events on the same layer of a fault
tree. However, repeated events are only considered from the basic event aspect and treated as more than one basic event. On
the contrary, the number of layers is considered from subtree aspect. Therefore, the repeated event is less important than the
number of layers and can be considered as the secondary factor when ordering the basic events. The event with larger number
of repetition is assigned with a higher priority.

(3) Priority 3: neighboring events. When a basic event or gate event fails, its neighborhood will be influenced first. On the basis of
this fact, a progressive neighbor first ordering method for the BDD conversion was proposed by Du and Sun9. This method can
yield a good result than some traditional ordering methods. Nevertheless, the neighboring event of the ordered event only has
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Figure 1. A fault tree used to illustrate the brother event and child event
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a great influence on the basic events, and its influence on the top event may be much lower. Therefore, it is treated as the third
factor in this article, and the neighboring event of an ordered event has a higher priority.

(4) Priority 4: number of basic events. The number of basic events does not mean one of the basic events of the whole subtree, but
rather the basic events under the same gate at the same layer. If there are fewer basic events in the subtree, its influence on the
top event may be greater than those with more basic events. This factor is also considered from the basic events point of view
and may have less effect on the top event than the first three factors. As a result, it is considered as the fourth factor, and the
subtree with fewer numbers of basic events has a higher priority.

(5) Priority 5: from left to right. If the previously mentioned factors are not applicable, the left–right scheme can be adopted to
order the basic events.

The aforementioned five principles give the priority to the factors that influence the probability of the top events and their priority
decreases from top to down.

Until now, we just set priorities to the factors and still do not know how to use it to order basic events in the FTA. To clearly
describe the priority ordering method, we named and defined two rules, namely, the subtree selection rule and the basic event order-
ing rule. In practice, we first chose the subtree on the basis of the subtree selection rule and then ordered its basic events on the basis
of the basic event ordering rule. After that, we chose another subtree and ordered its basic events, and so on.

(1) Subtree selection rule. First, on the basis of priority 1, we chose the subtree that is unordered and has the smallest number of
layers. If two subtrees have the same number of layers, then on the basis of priority 2 choose the one for which the basic events
have larger number of repetitions. If multiple events have the same number of repetitions, choose the subtree with the basic
events that have been already ordered on the basis of priority 3. If the number of repetitions is still identical, select the subtree
that has the least number of events according to priority 4. Further ties can be broken on the basis of priority 5 by choosing the
left subtree to order.

(2) Basic event ordering rule. First, on the basis of priority 2, the basic events with the most repetitions are the event to be placed
first. If the repetitions are same, then arrange them in accordance with priority 5 from left to right.

The process of the priority orderingmethod is shown in Figure 2, and l is used to take the record of the layers that the search process
is in.
Start

Sort with Basic 
Event Ordering Rule

Choose gate events with 
Sub-tree Selection Rule

Down search: l + 1

Finish

Initialize: l = 0

Up search: 1l −

l = 0 ?

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No Yes
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Whether there are not 
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Figure 2. Flow chart of the priority method
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Figure 3. A fault tree used to illustrate priority ordering method
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4. Case study

4.1. Example

To help better understand this method, the fault tree shown in Figure 3 is given as an example to illustrate the priority ordering
method.

Before the application of the priority ordering method, the fault tree should be simplified because the child events of G8 contain
the basic event C and the brother events of G8 also contain C. Hence, the whole gate event of G8 is deleted on the basis of the absorp-
tion law of the Boolean algebra:

F þ Dþ Cð Þ � C � G ¼ C � G

G6 is an “AND” gate, and its child event G9 is also an “AND” gate. G9 is hence deleted. Its subevents B and I are moved up and
become the child events of G6 on the basis of the exchange law of the Boolean algebra:

Dþ Bþ Ið Þ ¼ Dþ Bþ I

Figure 4 shows the simplified fault tree model.
The specific steps to order the basic events of the simplified fault tree using the priority ordering method are as follows:

(1) In this fault tree, the child event of the top event only has one basic event. We therefore chose the basic event and obtain the
first order, ’1={A}.

(2) G1 and G2 are two brother gate events of A. Comparing their sizes, G2 only has two layers whereas G1 has three. Therefore, G2 is
smaller and ordered first.
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Figure 4. The simplified fault tree of the tree in Figure 3
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Figure 5. The binary decision diagram generated using the order obtained from priority ordering method
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(3) The child events of G2 contain two gate events, G5 and G6. By comparing, one can find that both of the two gate events only
have one layer, which cannot be compared in accordance with priority 1. Then through priority 2, one can find that both of the
two gate events contain the repeated event I; hence, this priority also does not work. Next, use priority 3, that is, the neighbor
first ordering principle, to compare G5 and G6. Since neither has the basic event that has already been ordered, priority 3 is
not applicable either. Then in accordance with priority 4, G5 has two child events and G6 has three; G5 is ordered first accord-
ingly. The child event I in G5 is a repeated event and has a higher priority. The sequence ’2={I,H} is hence obtained. Then order
G6; the repeated event I is ordered first. The remaining basic events D and B are ordered according to priority 5, from left to
right. This results in the sequence ’3={I,D,B}.

(4) Next, choosing from the remaining brother gate events of G2, we have G1. Its child events has two gate events G3 and G4. G3

has two layers and G4 only has one. On the basis of priority 1, G4 takes the priority, and this results in the sequence ’4={C,G}.
Gate event G3 has one gate event and two basic events. Choose the basic events and order them with priority 5, from left to
right. This results in the sequence ’5={E,F}. Then order the gate event. Because all the child events of G7 have been already
ordered, the ordering is complete.

Finally, the sequence of basic events is shown as follows (in the formula, “A< I” means A is ordered before I).

A < I < H < D < B < C < G < E < F

Then through the Shannon decomposition12, the BDD is generated using the previous order, as shown in Figure 5.

4.2. Comparison of the priority ordering method and other ordering methods

To show the advantage of the priority ordering method, we used the fault tree in Figure 4 as an example and ordered it with the
existing 10 basic event ordering schemes listed in Table I. The ordering results are compared with that generated using our proposed
priority ordering method.
Table II. Ordering sequence generated from various ordering methods

Methods Ordering of basic events No. BDD nodes

Top–down, left–right A<E<F<C<G<H< I<D<B 16
New top–down, left–right A< I<E<F<C<G<H<D<B 13
Depth first E<F<C<G<B<D<H< I<A 16
New depth first E<F<C<G<B<D< I<H<A 16
Priority depth first C<G<E<F<B<D<H< I<A 16
New priority depth first C<G<E<F<B<D< I<H<A 17
Top–down weighted A< I<C<G<H<D<B<E<F 16
Down–top weighted C<G<B<D<E<F< I<H<A 12
Progressive neighbor first ordering A<E<F<B<D<C<G< I<H 19
Priority ordering A<E<F<B<D<C<G< I<H 12
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Figure 6. Fault tree as presented by Du and Sun 9
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Similarly, using the other methods in Table I to order the basic events of the fault tree, the results are shown in Table II. The nodes
of the BDD mentioned in the next paragraph refer to the nonterminal nodes only.

From Table II, we can see that if the progressive neighbor first ordering method is applied, the number of nodes reaches 19. The
number of BDD nodes using the priority ordering method is 12, which is the smallest among all the existing methods. Notice that the
down–top-weighted method also leads to a 12-node BDD structure. To further demonstrate the merits of the priority ordering
method, we provided further comparison in the next section.

4.3. Further comparison

In this section, another fault tree, which is originally from Du and Sun9 and shown in Figure 6, is taken as an example.
The results of basic event ordering and nodes numbers are listed in Table III. From it, one can find that the priority ordering method

yields the best ordering result in terms of the number of nodes in the BDD.
Other examples are also used for testing and the results show that the priority ordering method always yields the best ordering

sequence.
Table III. Various ordering results of the fault tree 9

Methods Ordering of basic events No. BDD nodes

Top–down, left–right
e7 < e11 < e1 < e4 < e3 < e12 < e15 < e0 < e8
< e10 < e13 < e9 < e6 < e14 < e5

13

New top–down, left–right
e7 < e11 < e1 < e4 < e3 < e12 < e15 < e10 < e0
< e8 < e13 < e9 < e6 < e14 < e5

12

Depth first
e7 < e11 < e1 < e15 < e9 < e6 < e4 < e0 < e8
< e14 < e5 < e3 < e12 < e10 < e13

13

New depth first
e7 < e11 < e1 < e15 < e4 < e9 < e6 < e0 < e8
< e14 < e5 < e3 < e12 < e10 < e13

13

Priority depth first
e0 < e8 < e14 < e4 < e5 < e11 < e15 < e7 < e1
< e3 < e12 < e10 < e13 < e9 < e6

12

New priority depth first
e0 < e8 < e4 < e14 < e5 < e11 < e15 < e7 < e1
< e3 < e12 < e10 < e13 < e9 < e6

12

Top–down weighted
e7 < e11 < e1 < e15 < e4 < e10 < e3 < e12 < e0
< e8 < e13 < e9 < e6 < e14 < e5

14

Down–top weighted
e7 < e11 < e1 < e0 < e8 < e4 < e14 < e5 < e15
< e3 < e12 < e10 < e13 < e9 < e6

12

Progressive neighbor first ordering
e7 < e11 < e1 < e10 < e13 < e4 < e3 < e12 < e14
< e5 < e0 < e8 < e15 < e9 < e6

10

Priority ordering
e7 < e11 < e1 < e4 < e3 < e12 < e10 < e13 < e15
< e0 < e8 < e14 < e5 < e9 < e6

10
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5. Conclusions

The ordering scheme of the basic events has a significant effect on the FTA based on BDD. The various types of ordering schemes
have been proposed in the literature to order the basic events, each having some advantages and disadvantages. The structure-based
methods do not consider the logical relationship among the basic events, whereas the weight-based methods consider only the rela-
tionship between the weights of the basic events. The recently proposed progressive neighbor first ordering method only considers
the effect of repeated events on the same layer events. None of these methods can grasp the complex relationship between inter-
connected events.

On the basis of the existing methods, a new method, namely, the priority ordering method, is presented to order the basic events.
This method orders the basic events in accordance with the multilevel priorities, that is, the number of layers, repeated events, and
neighboring events and the number of events in one gate. These four factors are taken into account during the ordering process to
minimize the number of nodes in the final BDD structure and to improve the efficiency of the fault tree-to-BDD conversion. Besides,
the proposed method combines the characteristics of the structure-based and weight-based methods. Specifically, the consideration
of the repeated events and neighboring events is based on the structure-based methods, and the consideration of the number of
layers and the number of events in one gate is based on the weight-based methods.

As illustrated by several examples, the proposed priority ordering method not only can generate a good ordering sequence, lead-
ing to an effective conversion from fault trees to BDD, but also has the general applicability, allowing good sorting results for fault
trees. Nevertheless, it still has some deficiencies. For instance, the different drawings of the same fault tree may result in different
ordering sequence. In this article, only four major factors that have an effect on the top event are considered. Whether other factors
will affect the probability of the top event needs to be explored in the future work. Besides, the priority ordering method is only used
in the binary state systems in this article; its application to complex systems, such as phased mission systems13,14 and multistate sys-
tems15–19, is the focal area of the future work.
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